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25 Years after Berlin Wall Fall
I always deem, we Chinese maybe under excess neo-Confucian influence,
we emphasized too much to abide by political ethical belief of,
Hierarchic-Seniority!
Previously be King, the top “senior” person in this whole country China.
Since 1949, this Emperor, has been substituted by Communist Party. So, in
whatever the Cultural Revolution took place since 1960s or, the Jun-4th
Incident of 1989 that China’s Authorities legally, while in so bloodstained &
violent way to suppress those assemblies at Tiananmen Square inflicted large
casualties on 4-Jun-1989! We Chinese, even in rather strong refusal to
reasonableness to them but on the whole, “accommodated” to these sovereign
authoritarian decisions in more obedient manner extensively at those times!
However, it was NOT the same option for many East Europeans among
Warsaw Pact in that year. ,,,,,, Recall to that 1 quarter of a century, 25 years
ago since 9-Nov-1989 Berlin Wall Fall, East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, to Romania in 12/1989, & even in 1991 USSR the original “Big
Brother” of Communist Warsaw Pact, did also successively, change “from
socialist to capitalist” for their political systems.
Such as to Berlin, it was divided into Socialist East Berlin, for capital of
East Germany. And capitalism was one for West Berlin of West Germany.
Since 1960s to later 1980 some 20 years more variant had been, in livelihood
standard levels bet. East, & West Berlin. It tended to be more destitute,
backward, with severer bureaucratic governance in East Berlin where to arise
more stagnant commercial, private business development. Comparatively,
more ideal was under welfare-capitalism for administration in West Berlin.
Higher was for social economic vibrancy in that West. By that local “small
government, big market” democratic Establishment, it appeared more
exuberant on business livelihood there. So, when Berlin Wall fell down, how it
was just as irreversible, that just East Berlin Germans stepped out to the West.
On looking back to this difference in between the history of 1989 Chinese,
& Western 25 years ago, would we agree with more that, it shall NOT boast
onto condemning another one any kind of Disrespect to Personal Seniority
(while NOT Disrespect to rule of law)?
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